For any simple Lie algebra L with Cartan subalgebra H the classification of all simple //-diagonalizable ¿-modules having a finite-dimensional weight space is known to depend on determining the simple torsion-free Lmodules of finite degree. It is further known that the only simple Lie algebras which admit simple torsion-free modules of finite degree are those of types An and Cn ■ For the case of A" we show that there are no simple torsion-free A"-modules of degree k for n > 4 and 2 < k < n -2 . We conclude with some examples showing that there exist simple torsion-free A" -modules of degrees 1,n -1 , and n .
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Abstract.
For any simple Lie algebra L with Cartan subalgebra H the classification of all simple //-diagonalizable ¿-modules having a finite-dimensional weight space is known to depend on determining the simple torsion-free Lmodules of finite degree. It is further known that the only simple Lie algebras which admit simple torsion-free modules of finite degree are those of types An and Cn ■ For the case of A" we show that there are no simple torsion-free A"-modules of degree k for n > 4 and 2 < k < n -2 . We conclude with some examples showing that there exist simple torsion-free A" -modules of degrees 1,n -1 , and n .
Let L be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over the complex numbers C, and H be a fixed Cartan subalgebra of L. An Zf-diagonalizable L-module M is said to be: of degree k provided each weight space of M is of dimension k ; torsion-free provided each root vector of L acts on each weight space of M in a one-to-one manner; and pointed provided it is simple and has a 1-dimensional weight space.
Theorem 4.18 of [F] describes simple //-diagonalizable L-modules having a finite-dimensional weight space as the amalgam of highest weight modules and torsion-free modules, thereby reducing the classification of such modules to determining the simple torsion-free modules of degree k < oo. The complete classification of pointed modules was presented in [BL1] . In studying modules of minimal weight space dimension greater than 1, we must study simple torsion-free modules of degree greater than 1. In [F] , Fernando showed that only A", n > 1, and C", n > 2, possess torsion-free modules. It is easy to see that no simple torsion-free modules of minimal weight space dimension greater than 1 exist for Ax. The existence of simple torsion-free /i"-modules of arbitrary degree for « = 2,3 has been established in [BBL] .
In this note, we further restrict the existence of torsion-free /i"-modules by proving Main Theorem. There are no simple torsion-free An-modules of degree k for n > 4 and 2 < k < n -2.
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We consider An to be the (n + 1) x (n + 1) traceless matrices over C. Let {£■,711 < i, j < n+l} be a standard set of matrix units and {e,|l < i < n+l} be a standard basis of C"+1. Naturally, we think of A = {a, = e, -e,+i 11 < /' < n} as a base of the root system <P = {±(e,-e7)|l < i < j < n} of A" . If i < j and a = a¿-\-h a}-, -e,• -ej+ x , then the root vectors Xa, X-a are E¡ tj+x, Ej+X t¿, respectively, and ha = En -Ej+Xj+X. H -spanc{«a|a £ A} is our fixed Cartan subalgebra. In subsequent sections we will have occasion to use other simple bases for the root system O of An . In all cases we order the simple basis elements to preserve the connectedness of adjacent roots.
Let U = U(A") be the universal enveloping algebra of A" and Uo = U0(An) = {u £ U\[u,h] = 0, V/z £ H}. Using Theorem 2.1 of [BL2] , the elements u £ Uo can be characterized as linear combinations of products of ha, a £ A, and elements of the form
where i\, ... , // are distinct in {I, ... , n + l} .
In the torsion-free setting that we are working in it is easy to see that M is a simple (7-module if and only if for any weight 8 Mq is a simple t70-module with M -UMq . This means that we can restrict our attention to an arbitrary weight space Mq and so, at our convenience, we can choose 0 such that it satisfies the General Assumption below.
The Main Theorem is proved by a sequence of lemmas under the following General Assumption. M is a torsion-free A"-module of degree k < oo and n > 2. Using the torsion-free assumption we fix a weight 6 of M such that &(ha) # 0 for all a e <P. Denote the restriction of X-aXa to the weight space Me by s/a.
Let i, j, m be any three distinct values in {1, ... , n + 1} . Set
h\(i,j,m) = Eu -Ejj, and h2(i, j, m) = Ejj -Emm .
Drop (i, j, m) to simplify notation. One can show that the following identities hold in U :
Let Ci denote the action of c, on MQ and À, = 0(/z,). We use W < Me to indicate that W is a subspace of M&.
Lemma ft. If W < Mq is invariant under sfa for all a £ O, then W is a Uo-submodule of Afe • Proof. It suffices to show that W is invariant under all u of form (1). By hypothesis, this is true if / = 2. Assume / = 3 so that u = c4(/', j, m) -EmiEijEjm. Since Q(hx) ^ 0, we can use (2) and (5) to solve for c4 and c5 and see that c4 and ¿5 leave W invariant. Assume that W is invariant under all elements of form ( 1 ) with I < m , and observe that in t/0
Since the two expressions of form (1) on the right-hand side of (10) leave W invariant as does the invertible operator £'/"_,,,,£',,,,"_,, the result follows by induction. D Notation. For each 1 < m < n, let <Pm be the root subsystem generated by Am = {am, ... ,a"} ÇA. lfa,ß,a + ß£$>, then A(a, ß) denotes the A2 subalgebra of A" generated by X±a and X±ß .
If s/a acts like a complex multiple of the identity map on W < M&, then we say that srfa is a scalar on W.
Lemma 8. Let a, ß, a + ß £ O and W <Me. Then (i) // stfa is a scalar on W and W is invariant under stfß, then W is a Uo(A(a, ß))-module, (ii) if sfa and stfß are both scalars on W, then all elements in Uo(A(a, ß)) are scalars on W, and (iii) if sfa is a scalar on W and stfß is a scalar on W for all ß £ <P such that a + ß £ O, then srfy is a scalar on W for all yei>.
Proof. Let w £ W and séa be a scalar on W. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Xa -E¡j and Xß = Ejm . Then with cx = sfa and c2= s>iß we have that 0 = [cx, c2]w = (cs -c4)w and so, by (2), [cr, cs]w = 0 for 1 < r, s < 3. By (2) and (5), c4 and c5 are expressible in terms of cx, c2,c-$. Therefore, Since, if w ^ 0, the left-hand side of equality ( 11 ) is a nonzero element in W, (cxh2 + c2hx +hxh2) is an invertible operator on W and we see that c3 leaves W invariant, (i) follows from this and Lemma 6. Also, if ja^ is a scalar on W, then (11) implies c3 is a scalar on W and (10) implies that c4 is and (ii)
follows.
Now for (iii), without loss of generality, take qi = a in A. Clearly, sfai and •#!(",+a2+Q3) are scalars on W. Part (ii) implies s¡fa^a2 is a scalar on W. sfa^ is a scalar on W since it denotes the action of an element of Uo(A(ax + a2, -(ax +a2 + a3))).
Continuing in this fashion one gets that s/a¡ is a scalar on W for all a, £ A, and the result follows from part (ii). D Lemma 12. Fix an eigenvalue X¡ of sfai for each a¡ £ A, and let W¡ be the corresponding eigenspace. For each 1 <j < n, define h/0-1) = Wxn---nWj-X. If s/aj is a scalar on IFO'-i) ^ o and k > 1, then M is not simple. (In particular, if for some ß £ <I> saß is a scalar on Mq , then M is not simple.)
Proof. Assume that M is simple of degree k > 2. h/(j_1) ^ 0 is invariant under sfa for each a £ <&+x because s/as/a¡ = s^a¡s/a for I < i < j -I. Lemma 8(i) implies H^-1' is invariant under séa for a € «P7 and in turn for a £ <&~x, a £ ®J-2, ... , a £ O1 = <P. If Iff'-1) ^ Me , then by Lemma 6, Wu~lï is a proper t/n-submodule of M&, which implies that M is not simple.
If WO'-O = Me , then let / be the smallest subscript such that $fai is not a scalar on M&. By Lemma 6 and Lemma 8(ii), such an / must exist. Note that A' = {a[ = a¡, a'2 = a¡_x, ... ,a\ = ax, a'l+l = -(a/+1 + a¡ + ■ ■ ■ + ax), a'¡+2 = -a¡+2, ... ,an = -a"} is a base such that if we let W[ be an eigenspace corresponding to stfa> , then stfa> is a scalar on M& ^ IF(1)' = W[ ^¿ 0. We are now back to the case handled above. D Lemma 13. Let n > 4. If the degree k of M satisfies 2 < k < n -2 and v is an eigenvector of j/a for each a £ A3, then M is not simple. Proof. Suppose that M is simple, and for 3 < i < n let X¡ be the eigenvalue of s/a¡ belonging to v . Let W¡ be the eigenspace of siai belonging to X¡. By Lemma 12, dim W, < k < n -2. Since we can complete {a\= a3, ... , a'n_2 = an} to a base A' for <I> and apply Lemma 12 to get in turn dim^ n W4) < n-3, dim(Wi nW4nW5) < n-4, ... , dimi^ n---nW") < n-(n-I) = I. Hence, k > 3.
This proves that the result is true for n = 4 and begins our inductive proof. Now, assume that the result is true for all m, 4 < m < n , and n > 5.
As our first step, we establish the claim that, when n > 5, k = n -2 and each operator s/a has a unique eigenvalue whose eigenspace has dimension d = n -3. For n -5, Lemma 12 and Corollary 14 imply that the claim is true. Continuing, we assume that n > 6. Let F be either an eigenspace or a generalized eigenspace of srfa. By Corollary 14, dim F > 2. Suppose that 2 < dim V < n-4.
Take a base A -{a -ax, ... , an}. Let Am be the subalgebra generated by the root vectors in O3. U(Am)V is a torsion-freê m-module, and since m = n -2 > 4, the induction assumption says that there is a 1-dimensional [/o(^4m)-submodule of V, contrary to Lemma 13. If s/a has two distinct eigenvalues with corresponding dimensions dx and d2, then k > dx + d2 > 2n -8 and so we have arrived at the contradiction that 2n-8<k<n-2 or n < 6. Hence, the claim is true.
Our second claim is that if n > 5 and W¡ is the unique eigenspace of s/a¡ of dimension «-3 for a, e A, then dim(Wiln-• -nW¡ ) >n-2-j. This is known for j -1. Inductively assume that dim(I^, n • • • n W^.J >n-2-(j-l) = n -1 -j. Then Example. We provide examples of simple torsion-free ^"-modules of degrees 1, n -1, and n. To this end we first observe that the algebra gl(n + 1, C) can be identified with an operator algebra as follows. Let {xx, ... , xn+x} denote a set of commuting variables, and set X¡ (respectively, d¡) to be multiplication (respectively, partial differentiation) by the variable x¡. Then the map which identifies the standard basis matrices E¡j with the operator X¡dj is a Lie algebra isomorphism. The restriction of this map to the subalgebra A" ofn + lxn + l traceless matrices provides an operator realization of A" and a realization of the natural representation space V(cox) = spanc{xi,... , x"+i} . Using the realization of A" in terms of operators we easily see that N(a) is a simple torsion-free An-mod\ile of degree 1. In fact in [BL1] , it is shown that every simple torsion-free /I"-module of degree 1 is equivalent to such a module. We now consider the tensor product module M given by M = N(a -ex) <g> V(wx), where a -ex = (ax -I, a2, ... , an+x). In [BBL] , it is shown that the tensor product of a torsion-free module of finite degree and a finite-dimensional module is torsion-free. Hence, M is torsion-free.
For each i = 1,..., n + 1, we define v¡ = xaxx ■ ■ ■ xf~x ■ ■ ■ xan^{ ®x,-.
It is easily verified that the elements v¡ span the 6 weight space of M where B(Ejj -Ei+u+i) = a, -a;+1. By direct computation we observe that subspaces from which it follows that vx -v4 e F. Hence, k ^ n -I and so fc = 1. This means that there is some v = Y^=x d¡Vi £ V n Me with not all a", = 0 for i > 3 which is an eigenvector for every X¡dkXkdi. Xxd2X2dxv = (dx(ax -l)(a2+ 1) + dx +d2ax)vx + (dxa2 + d2axa2)v2 + d3ax(a2 + l)v3 + ■ ■ ■ + dn+xax(a2 + l)vn+x tells us that the eigenvalue for this operator is ax (a2 + 1), and it forces dx = sax and a*2 = 5a2 for some s £ C. Similar calculations show that d¡ -sa,. Therefore, Mo is a simple torsion-free ^"-module of degree n and MMx © Mo unless X^/ fl; -0 > m which case we have a composition series {0} c Mx c M0 c M. When Mx c M0, the quotient M0/Mx is a simple torsion-free ^"-module of degree n -1.
